
 
Uncle Eyeon has discovered a method to 
make things from iron rocks. Frrug and 
his friends go on a search to find the iron 
rocks in a cave avoiding dangerous 
creatures. Can you help them please and 
discover what Uncle Eyeons makes 
them? 
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Hi! I’m Uncle Eyeon.
I make stuff from iron

rocks.
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Uncle Eyeon told a story 
of a rock he found in a 
cave on top of a hill.
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Uncle Eyeon put the rock in the fire.
It melted and he learned how to make things with it!

He called it iron rock.He called it iron rock.
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When the sun rose the very next 
morning, Frrug led his friends 

Thumba and Stella to Uncle Eyeon’s 
cave to find the iron rocks.
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They knew that they had found the 
right cave because parts of the rocks 

shone in the early morning sun.
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About the Author

He’s old now.

This is his 3rd book – Uncle Eyeons Discovery

The Scribblings was his first book, written under a pseudonym

The Adventures of Frrug, a through the hole page Maze book, was his second 
book.

He has intentions of making a series of Frrug books with interesting stories to 
enlighten and promote reading for children’s minds. He appreciates your support.
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